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WORKIN’ THE DREAM
Dare to Dream has programs designed with you in mind.
Our goal is to provide Christ-centered programming that
offers practical tools for living. Our world has many problems, but the Bible has many
solutions. Dare to Dream wraps the timeless biblical principles into contemporary
contexts, and transcends culture. Here is a sample of our wide variety of programming.

DOLLARS & SEN$E
Host Ryan Mack is a frequent CNN contributor, author, and, most importantly, a
Christian. On this program he takes biblical principles and applies them to financial
precepts. He exposes the financial
predators in the inner city, and cautions
against check cashing centers and
furniture rentals. Learn how to improve
your credit, make out a budget, as well
as the basic concepts of financial literacy.

CREATIVE COOKING

Now in its second season, our new vegan
program, Creative Cooking, features delicious recipes by Nicole Braxton that are
internationally infused and packed with
flavor! Her goal is to enable you to “travel
the world one bite at a time,” and her focus
is on restoration, total wellness, and connecting with the community. You’ll find
her recipes under the “Resources” section of our website, d2dnetwork.tv.

LIVE TO BE WELL

Dr. Kim Logan Nowlin hosts her new program, Live to Be Well, that addresses the
whole person’s physical, mental, emotional,
and spiritual health. Featuring guests
from all walks of life, she is committed to
bringing the good news of Jesus Christ to
each and every viewer. Dr. Kim is engaging,
funny, and compelling. You’ll definitely
want to watch this program!

Have you ever wondered how to take Jesus with you into the workplace? Do you
need to know some basic things like how
to prepare a resume, or what HR people
look for? Host Eric Kelly is a long-time
employment coach and mentor who will
teach you how to land and keep your dream job. Workin’ the Dream’s elements of
comedy, as well as the teaching segments with Eric, make it the “go-to” place for
learning how to live out your Christianity in the workplace.

THE MISSING PEACE

How’s your prayer life? Are your prayers
stale? Too formal? Boring? Dr. Nadine
Joseph Collins is a prayer warrior, and
along with host, Jason Bradley, she can
revolutionize your prayer life! Prayer is the
key to a deeper experience with God, and
she will teach you the principles of prayer, and how to have a richer relationship with
the Lord. Tune in and watch your prayer life go “WOW!”

A FATHER’S HEART

Many inner-city families are single-parent, female dominated units. Sometimes the fathers are just not there, or,
if they are involved in their children’s
lives, they are unaware of how to parent
successfully. A Father’s Heart is hosted
by Xavier Morales and features Pastors Denry White and Gordon Frasier. This program
focuses on teaching men how to be godly, effective fathers, and helps those who just
don’t know where to begin. With amazing transparency, they make themselves vulnerable to show that even if you don’t have all of the answers, you can make a huge difference
in your child’s life by consistently showing up and applying spiritual principles.

Our desire is to continue spreading the gospel of Jesus Christ around the world, and
we need your support to do so. If the Holy Spirit impresses you, please send your taxdeductible love gift to Dare to Dream, PO Box 220, West Frankfort, IL 62896. Thank
you for your prayers and your financial support!

Visit our website D2DNetwork.tv

